islam in the united states wikipedia - from the 1880s to 1914 several thousand muslims immigrated to the united states from the former territories of the ottoman empire and the former mughal empire the muslim population of the u s increased dramatically in the 20th century with much of the growth driven by a comparatively high birth rate and immigrant communities of mainly arab and south asian descent, islam in austria euro islam news and analysis on islam - labor market return to top although there are no readily available statistics for muslim unemployment in austria the unemployment rate is more than 1 5 times as high for the foreign born of which a substantial proportion are muslim, articles militant islam monitor - terror supporting muslim groups cynically exploit florida school shooting to appear benign by donating blood money march 6 2018 mim book review islamic jihad cultural marxism and the transformation of the west, books nyu press nyu press - publisher of academic books and electronic media publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of fields, will europe collapse without muslim immigration gates - federica mogherini made such remarks at an islam in europe conference in june 2015 2 she then dismissed any notion of a clash between islam and the west stating that islam holds a place in our western societies islam belongs in europe it holds a place in europe s history in our culture in our food and what matters most in europe s present and future, imagine there s no islam it s easy if you try gates - true but one not so minor quibble with this powerful speech christians cannot and do not give a pass to islam unless said christians are of the liberal heretical variety which sadly includes the majority of today s christian denominations and also of the roman church now in obvious disarray since the installation of their pretend pope, londonistan 423 new mosques 500 closed churches - note gatestone institute greatly appreciates your comments the editors reserve the right however not to publish comments containing incitement to violence profanity or any broad brush slurring of any race ethnic group or religion gatestone also reserves the right to edit comments for length clarity and grammar all thoughtful suggestions and analyses will be gratefully considered, barbarian christians why islam may want to rethink taking - islam in the west will be seen as christianity was as a possible system that might be a good replacement for christianity when the west finally collapses, the cutting edge the muslim problem nafeez mosaddeq ahmed - there is a big muslim problem in the world today the main reason for this is that muslims do not believe that there should be a separation of church and state, sweden rape capital of the west gatestone institute - forty years after the swedish parliament unanimously decided to change the formerly homogenous sweden into a multicultural country violent crime has increased by 300 and rapes by 1 472 sweden is now number two on the list of rape countries surpassed, southern poverty law center hate groups on the rise time - anti muslim groups have risen especially in hate groups last year, what does the koran say about nonbelievers freethought - i have read the quran and pretty much everything said here is nonsense just to mention a few although i could go on for a long time 1 saudi arabia is not an example of a muslim country at all, active hate groups 2016 southern poverty law center - this list was compiled using hate group publications and websites citizen and law enforcement reports field sources and news reports groups that appear in the center of states represent statewide groups, the world factbook central intelligence agency - three equal vertical bands of green hoist side yellow and red with a small green five pointed star centered in the yellow band green represents islam progress and hope yellow signifies natural wealth and progress red symbolizes sacrifice and determination the star denotes unity and hope, international news latest world news videos photos - get the latest international news and world events from asia europe the middle east and more see world news photos and videos at abcnews com, what does saint thomas say about immigration - what does saint thomas say about immigration we can t assume the church s position is one of automatic unconditional charity to those who enter the nation, isis gunmen in vegas executed us defense spy paddock - official cover ups of crimes that implicate the national security establishment as the vegas massacre surely has done must be handled with patience learned from prior investigative experience in order to spot disinformation and assemble credible evidence into a reconstruction of the totality of the crime including the sequence of events role of other participants relationship to the
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